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w xLet F S denote the algebra of a semigroup S over a field F. In 1973, E.
w xFormanek 2 showed that if S is a free group of rank at least two then
w xF S is primitive. Further, his argument can be adapted to yield the same
 wconclusion if S is a free monoid of rank at least two. See 6, Chap. 9,
xExercise 17 ; and note that the restriction on finite rank is unnecessary
. w xthere. By contrast, it was observed in 1987 by one of us 4, 5 that, for a
w xfree inverse semigroup S of finite rank, F S is not primitive; indeed it is
w xnot even prime. Subsequently, P. V. Silva 9 proved that for a free inverse
w xsemigroup or monoid S of infinite rank, F S is prime. However, the
w xquestion of whether F S is necessarily primitive for such an S remained
open.
We provide here a positive answer to this question. It is shown that, for
a nontrivial free inverse monoid M and an ideal S of M, the following
 . w x  . w xthree statements are equivalent: i F S is primitive, ii F S is prime,
 .iii M has infinite rank.
Throughout the discussion, F denotes an arbitrary field. The cardinal of
< <  4a set X is designated by X and, for sets A and B, a g A : a f B is
denoted by A _ B. For semigroups we adopt the notation and terminology
w x w xof 1 . A description of the semigroup algebra F S of a semigroup S over
w x  .F is given in 1, Sect. 5.2 . For a typical element a s  a x a g F ofx g S x x
w x  .F S we define supp a , the support of a, by
 4supp a [ x g S : a / 0 ; . x
<  . <   . .thus supp a - ` and supp a s B if and only if a s 0 . For idempo-
w xtents e, f in F S we write e G f to mean that ef s fe s f.
Next, we outline a construction for the free inverse monoid on a given
w x w xnonempty set. This is essentially due to Scheiblich 8 ; see also 7, 3 .
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Let X be an arbitrary nonempty set and let G denote the free groupX
on X. We take G to be the set of all reduced words in the alphabetX
X j Xy1, where Xy1 consists of the formal inverses of the elements of X.
A subset A of G is said to be left-closed if and only if it is nonempty and,X
for all g g A, each initial segment of g including the empty word 1, the
.identity of G also belongs to A. Let E denote the set of all finiteX X
left-closed subsets of G and letX
M [ A , g g E = G : g g A . 4 .X X X
 .  .For A, g , B, h g M it can be shown that A j gB g E ; thus, sinceX X
 .gh g A j gB, it follows that A j gB, gh g M . Accordingly, we canX
define a multiplication in M by the rule thatX
A , g B , h s A j gB , gh . .  .  .
 .With respect to this multiplication M is a monoid, with identity 1, 1 .X
Further, since gy1A g E for all A g E and all g g A, M is an inverseX X X
 .y1  y1 y1.monoid, in which A, g s g A, g . Its semilattice is
E [ A , 1 : A g E , 4 .X X
 .  .the natural partial ordering being given by the rule that A, 1 G B, 1 if
 .and only if A : B A, B g E . We call M the free in¨erse monoid on X.X X
This term is justified by the fact that if S is any inverse monoid and
a : X ª S is an arbitrary mapping then there is a unique monoid homo-
morphism u : M ª S such that bu s a , where b : X ª M is defined byX X
 4 .xb s 1, x , x . It can also be shown that if M ( M for a set X 9 thenX X 9
< < < < < <X s X 9 . We call X the rank of M .X
 .The free in¨erse semigroup on X is simply the ideal S [ M _ 1, 1 ofX X
< <M and its rank is X .X
< < < <For A, B g E we write A $ B to mean that A ; B and B s A q 1.X
Suppose now that X is finite. It is easy to see that, for a given A g E ,X
 4B g E : A $ B is nonempty and finite. Bearing in mind that the ele-X
 . w xments of E commute, we can therefore define s A g F M byX X X
writing
s A [ A , 1 y B , 1 . .  .  .X
BgEX
A$B
 . The following lemma, listing properties of the elements s A A gX
. w xE , is partly drawn from 5, Lemma 2.2 . We give a direct proof here forX
simplicity and completeness.
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LEMMA 1. Let X be a nonempty finite set. Then, for all A, B g E andX
all g g A, h g B:
 .  . w xi s A is a nonzero idempotent in F M ;X X
 .  . .  .ii if B : A then s A B, 1 s s A ;X X
 .  . .iii if B ­ A then s A B, h s 0;X
 .  .  y1 . .y1  .iv A, g s g A A, g s s A .X X
Proof.
 .  .  .i If C g E is such that A ; C then A, 1 y C, 1 is an idem-X
w x  .  .potent in F M . Hence since elements of E commute s A is anX X X
w x  .idempotent in F M ; and it is nonzero since A, 1 lies in its support.X
 .ii Let B : A and let C g E be such that A ; C. ThenX
w .  .x .  .  .  . .  .A, 1 y C, 1 B, 1 s A, 1 y C, 1 . Hence s A B, 1 s s A .X X
 .iii Suppose that B ­ A. Let b g B _ A and let b be the shortest1
 .initial segment of b written in its reduced form such that b f A. Put1
 4C s A j b . Then C g E and A $ C. Also, C j B s A j B, since1 X
w .  .x .  . .b g B. Hence A, 1 y C, 1 B, h s 0 and so s A B, h s 0.1 X
 .  4iv Let the distinct elements of B g E : A $ B be B , B , . . . , B .X 1 2 n
w .  .x .  .w y1 .  y1 .xThen, since A, 1 y B , 1 A, g s A, g g A, 1 y g B , 1 fori i
i s 1, . . . , n, it follows that
n
y1 y1s A A , g s A , g g A , 1 y g B , 1 . .  .  .  .  .X i
is1
y1 y1 < y1 <Now, for each i, A ; B and so g A ; g B ; hence, since g B si i i
< < < < < y1 < y1 y1B s A q 1 s g A q 1, we have that g A $ g B . Further, ifi i
gy1B s gy1B for some i, j then B s B and so i s j. Moreover, ifi j i j
y1  .g A $ B9 for some B9 g E then as above A $ gB9 and so gB9 s BX k
y1 n w y1 .  y1 .xfor some k; that is, B9 s g B . Hence  g A, 1 y g B , 1 sk is1 i
 y1 .  . .  .  y1 .  .  .s g A and so s A A, g s A, g s g A . Thus, from ii , s A sX X X X
y1 y1 y1 . .  . . .  .  . .s A A, 1 s s A A, g A, g s A, g s g A A, g .X X X
w x  .In the terminology of 5 , E is a pseudofinite semilattice and s A isX X
w x  .the Rukolaine idempotent in F M corresponding to A, 1 in E .X X
LEMMA 2. Let S be an ideal of M , where X is a nonempty finite set. ThenX
w xF S is not prime.
 .Proof. Choose A, B g E , such that A, 1 g S and B > A. ThenX
 . w x  .  .s A g F S and B, 1 g S. Now, for all C, g g S, C j gB ­ A, sinceX
< < < < < <  . . .  . .C j gB G B ) A , and so s A C, g B, 1 s s A C j gB, g s 0,X X
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 .  . w x .  .  .by Lemma 1 iii . Hence s A F S B, 1 s 0. Since s A and B, 1 areX X
w xnonzero elements of F S , the result follows.
 .Let X be an arbitrary nonempty set. For g g G we define con g : XX
by
con g [ x g X : x or xy1 occurs in the reduced form of g 4 .
 .  .and, for A : G , we define con A : X the content of A byX
con A [ con g . .  .D
ggA
The set of all nonempty finite subsets of X is denoted by F . Note that,X
for all Y g F ,X
E s A g E : con A : Y . 4 .Y X
LEMMA 3. Let X be an arbitrary nonempty set and let I be a nonzero ideal
w x  .of F M . Then there exist Y g F and A g E such that s A g I.X X Y Y
 .  .  . < <Proof. Let a g I _ F 1, 1 and let A, g g supp a be chosen with A
 .  .  .minimal. Let Y s D con B g F . By Lemma 1 ii ,B, h.g suppa. X
y1
s A A , g A , g s s A A , 1 s s A . 1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Y Y Y
 .  .  . . .y1Now let B, h g supp a be such that s A B, h A, g / 0. WeY
 .  .  . .y1  y1 y1.show that B, h s A, g . Since B, h A, g s B j hg A, hg , we
y1  .have that B j hg A : A, by Lemma 1 iii . Hence B : A and so B s A,
< < < < y1 y1 < y1 <since B G A . Also, hg A:A and therefore hg AsA, since hg A s
< <  y1 .n  y1 .nA . Consequently, hg A s A for all n g N. Thus, since 1 g A, hg
g A for all n g N and so, since G is torsion-free and A is finite, h s g.X
 .  .  .  .Hence B, h s A, g . It follows from 1 that ls A sY
 .  .y1  .  .s A a A, g g I, where l / 0 is the coefficient of A, g in a. ThusY
y1 .  .  .s A s l 1, 1 ? ls A g I.Y Y
LEMMA 4. Let X be an arbitrary nonempty set. Let Y, Z g F be suchX
that Y : Z, let A g E , B g E be such that A : B, and assume also that ifY Z
 .  .  . w xg g B _ A then con g ­ Y. Then s A G s B in F M .Y Z X
Proof. Let C g E be such that A $ C. Suppose that C : B. TakeY
 .g g C _ A. Then g g B _ A and so, by hypothesis, con g ­ Y. But this
 .contradicts the choice of C. Hence C ­ B. Thus, by Lemma 1 iii ,
 . .s B C, 1 s 0. On the other hand, since A : B it follows from LemmaZ
 .  . .  .  .w .  .x1 ii that s B A, 1 s s B . Therefore s B A, 1 y C, 1 sZ Z Z
 .  .  .s B . Repeated application of this result shows that s B s A sZ Z Y
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 .  .  .s B . Since s A and s B are idempotents in the commutativeZ Y Z
w x w xsubalgebra F E of F M , we have the desired conclusion.X X
w xLEMMA 5. Let X be an infinite set. Then F M is primiti¨ e.X
< < < <Proof. Since X s X = N there exists a set S whose elements are
countably infinite pairwise-disjoint subsets of X with union X. Clearly
< < < < < <S s X s E and so there exists a bijection u : E ª S . For eachX X
 .  .  .  .  .A g E , write f A [ u A _ con A . Since con A is finite, each f AX
is a countably infinite subset of X ; also, if A and B are distinct elements
 .  .of E then f A l f B s B.X
Consider the subset H of G defined byX
 4H [ 1 j xA .D D
 .AgE xgf AX
 .  .Since, for each A g E , A is left-closed and, for x g f A , x f con A ,X
we deduce that H itself is left-closed. Next, for all Y g F , define H : HX Y
by the rule that
H [ g g H : con g : Y . 4 .Y
Let Y g F . We note that 1 g H . Also, H is left-closed, since H isX Y Y
 .left-closed. Now if xA l H / B, where A g E and x g f A , thenY X
x g Y; for every reduced word in xA starts with x. Thus
 4H : 1 j xA ,DY x
xgY
 .  .where A is B if x is in none of the sets f A A g E or else is thex X
 .unique A g E for which x g f A . Since each A is finite and Y isX x
finite, we see that H is finite. Hence H g E . We now define a familyY Y Y
 . w xof pairwise-commuting idempotents of F M by writingX
;Y g F f [ s H . .  .X Y Y Y
 . w xLet e [ 1, 1 and let L denote the left ideal of F M generated byX
 . w x w xthe elements e y f Y g F . By 2, Theorem 1 , to show that F M isY X X
 .  .primitive it is enough to prove that i L is proper and ii for any nonzero
w x w xtwo-sided ideal I of F M , L q I s F M .X X
 .i First, let Y, Z g F be such that Y : Z. Then H g E , H g E ,X Y Y Z Z
 .H : H and clearly if g g H _ H then con g ­ Y. Hence, by LemmaY Z Z Y
 .  .4, s H G s H . Thus we have shown thatY Y Z Z
;Y , Z g F Y : Z « f G f . 1 .  .X Y Z
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Now suppose that L is not proper. Then, for some n g N, there exist
w xY , Y , . . . , Y g F and a , a , . . . , a g F M such that1 2 n X 1 2 n X
e s a e y f q a e y f q ??? qa e y f . 2 . .  .  .1 Y 2 Y n Y1 2 n
n  .  .  .Let Z s D Y g F . For each i, Y : Z and so, by 1 , e y f f s 0.is1 i X i Y Zi
 .Hence, postmultiplying both sides of 2 by f , we find that f s 0}whichZ Z
is false. Hence L is proper.
 . w xii Let I be a nonzero two-sided ideal of F M . Then, by Lemma 3,X
 .there exist Y g F and A g E such that s A g I. Choose x gX Y Y
 .   . .f A _ Y possible, since f A is infinite and Y is finite and put Z s
 4 y1Y j x . Then xA : H . Write C [ H _ xA and B [ A j x C. ThenZ Z
H s xA j C and B s xy1H . Since H g E and x g H , we see thatZ Z Z Z Z
B g E . Suppose that g g B _ A. Then g g xy1 C and so, since no word inZ
 .C has reduced form starting with x, we see that x g con g . But x f Y.
 .  .  .  y1 .Hence con g ­ Y. Thus, from Lemma 4, s A G s B s s x H .Y Z Z Z
 .  y1 .Since s A g I, we therefore have that s x H g I and it followsY Z Z
 .  .  .from Lemma 1 iv that s H g I; that is, f g I. But e s e y f q fZ Z Z Z Z
w xand so e g L q I. Thus F M s L q I, as required.X
From Lemmas 2 and 5, together with the fact that every ideal of a
primitive algebra is primitive, we now obtain the main result.
THEOREM. Let F be an arbitrary field and let S be an ideal of M , the freeX
in¨erse monoid on a nonempty set X. Then the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 . w xi F S is primiti¨ e;
 . w xii F S is prime;
 .iii X is infinite.
In particular, the three conditions are equivalent when S s M andX
when S s S .X
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